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Robin Boyd’s The Australian Ugliness, ugliness,  
and liberal education
John Macarthur
but Australian featurism is particularly repulsive because it 
is cheerful, hygienic and taken to signify modernity when it 
is its exact opposite. The idiom of Australian featurism plays 
out in a sequence of attractive novelty of form, materials 
and ornaments, each making their own plea for attention, 
one after the other, feature columns, supporting feature 
porches, with plasticised silky-oak front door alongside 
sand blasted koala figures on internal glass partitions 4 and 
with no expectation of an aesthetic unity. These crimes are 
exacerbated by a certain kind of blindness in a will not to 
see non-features, particularly the overhead wiring of the 
streets and the prevalence of external pipes and vents on 
building facades. The two errors compound as Boyd says 
when a non-feature like a public toilet, is thought to require 
a painting scheme or other embellishment on account of its 
unsightliness, a strategy that makes it into a feature.
Boyd’s critique of popular taste in building sits over 
historical and theoretical accounts of architecture.  
The history is a double one, first, a set of remarks about 
Australian architecture and the travails of building through 
the Georgian (good) and neo-Gothic eclectic (bad); and 
second more complicated views on the history of modernist 
architecture – with remarks on the now realised faults 
of the “old modernists” and the necessity for the “new 
modernists” like Boyd himself, to think more clearly and  
try harder. The theoretical arguments are largely also 
historical running through claims to ethical and aesthetic 
foundations for architecture from Vitruvius to Sir (sic) 
Geoffrey Scott to Joseph Hudnut. It is in these sections  
that ugliness is at stake and where Boyd comes unstuck.  
But the core argument is quite clear, it is a refreshed account 
of a distinction of architecture from building that Boyd 
puts in an original form as an argument to eliminate the 
“in-between building”. Boyd supposes that modernisation 
and architectural modernism show a path for industrialised 
providers of functionalist “space-enclosure” where 
architecture in the full sense is not required. A consequence 
of this victory of architectural functionalism from the 
first half of the century is that the new modernists of the 
second half need to understand that their role is poetic 
and expressive of cultural aspirations. It is the middle that 
Boyd writes with a quite patrician distain for popular 
misunderstandings and ignorance of architecture, and this 
is at odds with a certain condescending fondness for the 
foolishness of bad building that we see in his drawings, 
which are closer to the AR. Boyd’s ambivalent ugliness 
shares with the AR a strategy of deploying ugliness to ask 
what role architectural expertise ought to have in a liberal 
society where all have a right to express their taste. A 
circuitous identification of Boyd’s sources might sound a 
project worth forgetting, but I argue that Boyd’s confusion, 
or the confusion around ugliness in Boyd’s text, has 
something to tell us about the relation of architecture and 
liberal concepts of civic education in the period.
For Boyd ugliness occurs when buildings and urban 
environments are not governed by ideas. The ideas that 
ought to govern and those that should not are part of 
Boyd’s argument, but ugliness primarily lies not in choosing 
the wrong ideas, but rather in not realising that they are 
required at all – in a lack of ambition of the maker to govern 
the work and the individual’s failure to understand that 
aesthetic pleasures mean nothing without a consequent 
judgment. Boyd’s thinking on these matters is classic 
formalism. He is in that broad tradition that follows from 
Immanuel Kant’s concept of aesthetic ideas, and the latter’s 
distinction of aesthetic judgment from mere pleasure.   
It is perhaps a strange comparison but Boyd is not a world 
away from his contemporary Theodor Adorno, another  
arch modernist, sharp-tongued critic of popular culture, 
who thought that an artwork constituted itself through a 
non-conceptual rationality, a reasoned relation of its parts 
that could not be fixed in a logical concept.  
What then is particular to the Australian ugliness?  This 
is Boyd’s famous “featurism” or valuing features over 
essential forms and the aesthetic rationality that ought to 
govern them. Featurism is an internationally observable 
aesthetical and ethical failing, but one that Boyd claims to 
reach an apogee in the Australia of the 1950s in its degree, 
and also in the particularly infuriating national idiom in 
which the crime of featurism is perpetrated. Now we could 
imagine different manners of featurism that result from an 
obsequious historicism, or a simple-minded horror vacui, 
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Robin Boyd’s graphic style in The Australian Ugliness owes  
much to the British journal The Architectural Review (ar) and  
in particular to Osbert Lancaster and Gordon Cullen in their 
critical and frequently humorous depictions of the vernacular 
built environment and the fancies of popular taste.1 On this  
basis it is reasonable to assume that Boyd’s account of ugliness 
also has sources in the ar’s discussion of architecture and 
ugliness, which Boyd references. But this is not the case;  
or, rather, there is an ambiguity here. 
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advanced architecture and popular taste, a non-suburban 
urban condition where ugliness could be a virtue. Hastings 
and his collaborators were arch modernists in building 
forms but deeply opposed modernist urban planning for 
two reasons. First, they were kinds of preservationists and 
thought old buildings should be keep for their historical 
cultural value no matter how obsolete they might be 
technically, aesthetically and socially, and thus they were 
opposed to the tabula rasa approach of the Ville Radieuse 
and its cousins. Secondly, Pevsner argued that modernist 
planning was actually not modern, but Baroque on account 
of its ruling geometries.  He claimed that urban design was 
yet to learn the principles of site specificity and functionally 
derived asymmetry, that modern building had achieved. 
“Exterior Furnishing, or Sharawaggi” an article by The 
Editor (Hastings) of 1944 foreshadows the Townscape 
campaigns that follow in a manner that makes the 
differences with Boyd clear. Hastings proposes that urban 
design be thought of much as a sensible person would 
furnish their home, that is eclectically:
The fear of one’s modern cupboard clashing with the 
Victorian atmosphere of a room, or one’s Victorian 
chandelier looking out of place in an Aalto environment 
is wholly unjustified. Even more undesirable is the 
fear that any object, in itself not up to a discriminating 
contemporary aesthetic standard, would be a blot on a 
whole interior. The aesthetic qualities of the individual 
items are quite irrelevant. Let them be ugly, let them 
be incongruous. What matters alone is the unity and 
congruity of the pattern. A frankly vulgar little bronze 
poodle on an Italian marble pedestal might even hold a 
place of honour on the mantle shelf, either because of its 
value as an accent in a picturesque whole, or … because of 
some equally legitimate sentimental value.10 
It is the unlikeliness of the vulgar bronze poodle that brings 
the room together; visual unity triumphing over taste. 
Hastings explains the origins of this anti-aesthetic with 
reference the Picturesque theorist Uvedale Price:
… perhaps the first man in history to reveal that an object 
may be “ugly” in itself and yet in a suitable context 
may have aesthetic possibilities. Payne Knight, it will 
be remembered, brought up the carcass of an ox as 
an instance of a revolting object which could provoke 
painterly delight … the eighteenth-century intelligentsia 
cut right across the centuries linking Salvator Rosa with 
Salvador Dali.11
Ugliness for Hastings, in a meme going back to Aristotle, 
and rejigged in the Picturesque and more widely in 
Romanticism was a name for things empirically unlikeable 
that could be appropriated and made into Art.  As the 
British Hegelian philosopher Bernard Bosanquet argued 
early in the century, there was no true ugliness, just things 
that were more difficult to appropriate aesthetically. 
Hastings invocation of the name of Dali shows how 
influenced the early Townscape was by Surrealism, partly 
through the involvement of the painter Paul Nash in the 
1930s. We can sharpen the contrast with Boyd further by 
looking at the illustration commissioned for “Exterior 
is the problem, as Boyd writes: “The solution then is to 
recognise that there is an appropriate time and place for 
both the technology of space-enclosure and the architecture 
of expression, and to work to eliminate the neuter type: 
neither scientific nor artistic”.5 It is these in-between 
buildings made by neutered architects where featurism  
runs amuck and ugliness results.
Having characterised Boyd’s approach to ugliness let me 
now describe its commonalities and differences with 
the approach of the AR.6 Boyd is straight-forward in 
acknowledging that his discussion of ugliness draws on 
the AR’s issue “Man Made America” of 1950 and the 1955 
campaign “Outrage” edited by Ian Nairn.7 The June 1955 
issue, which was then released as a book, was conceived 
by Nairn as a transect across England from Southampton 
to Carlisle, where in the manner of a tourist of the anti-
picturesque Nairn photographed and described in his 
scarifying prose various outrages against taste and even 
simple logic in building. But as Nairn writes twenty years 
later “the geezer who wrote almost all of it –  a lot of the 
introduction was the proof spirit of H. de C. Hastings…” 8 
Hubert de Cronin Hastings was the owner and editor of  
the AR who over decades had co-opted numerous 
architects and intellectuals to develop variations on his idea 
of a picturesque revival.  The earliest outing of the idea flew 
under the title of “Exterior Furnishing, or Sharawaggi”, it 
had its longest run as “Townscape”, but the same agenda 
underlay “Outrage”, “Counter-attack”, “Civilia” and 
“Collage City”. Early writers from the 1940s included 
Nikolaus Pevsner, John Betjeman, Jim Richards, and John 
Piper, by the 1970s Peter Rayner Banham and Colin Rowe, 
and in the middle, Gordon Cullen, Kenneth Brown and Ian 
Nairn (and a one-off Townscape essay by Robert Venturi). 
Hasting’s was a life-long nemesis to suburbia, which 
Outrage calls “subtopia”, and which, in a later campaign, 
Hastings calls “semi-detsia”. In the 1950 Outrage issue 
Hastings writes that if subtopia is allowed to continue to 
the end of the century it will cause Great Britain to: “consist 
of isolated oases of preserved monuments in a desert of 
wire, concrete roads, cosy plots and bungalows. There will 
be no real distinction between town and country. Both will 
consist of a limbo of shacks, bogus rusticities, wire and 
aerodromes set in some fir-poled fields…” 9 The similarity 
in Hastings and Boyd’s targets and their sarcasm and taste 
for hyperbole is made the more striking by the debts that 
Boyd’s illustrations owe to Gordon Cullen’s illustration 
to “Subtopia”, with posts and cables, road signage and 
advertising framing a mutilated tree. But beneath these 
graphic and textual stylistic similarities there are  
important differences.
Hastings main concern was not the neutered middle 
between plain scientific building and expressive 
architectural culture, but rather that flaccid zone between 
town and country. Subtopia might be ugly, but this is not, 
in the first place because of failings of taste, but rather 
because of not distinguishing town and country and the 
kinds of landscapes and townscapes that they ought to be. 
In fact, the AR and Townscape was founded on a belief 
in compromise and a middle hybrid condition between 
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Furnishing” from the painter Kenneth Rowntree which has 
many similarities with Cullen and Boyd’s later cartoon like 
explanations for architectural concepts. Boyd’s drawing of 
a feature-full modern house neighbouring a polite Georgian 
one is whimsical but it is intended, as we know from the 
text, to show incongruity as a fault.12 Rowntree’s drawing is 
after the “frankly vulgar bronze poodle” effect in contrasting 
Tudorbethan cottages and Victorian signage with modernist 
facades that are quite like those Boyd mocked. These 
graphic similarities raise a question of how many architect 
readers of The Australian Ugliness assimilated it to the much 
more nuanced line of the most popular journal of the day, 
the AR. Boyd’s drawings are not a world away from his 
friend Barry Humphries’ acerbic, scatological, but fondly 
tragic satires on suburban life and characters, and they are 
certainly closer to the difficult beauty of the AR’s ugliness, 
than they are to what Boyd argues in the text of the book. 
There was a politics behind Hastings’ architectural 
theories which was an idiosyncratic version of liberalism. 
Like many of the British intellectuals in the period when 
post-war reconstruction shifted into the Cold War, 
Hastings was opposed to utopian thinking that could 
lead to Stalinism, and equally aware of the majoritarian 
tendencies of democracies that saw them become prey to 
fascist popularism. For Hastings rejecting technocracy and 
social-engineering meant rejecting utopian modernism 
while staving off the tyranny of the majority meant having 
individual rights that were beyond the reach of government. 
Lack of agreement about taste in building was symptomatic 
of individual liberty, while a comfortable compromise at 
an urban level demonstrated a functioning civil settlement. 
Hastings favoured heavy Brutalism and had no more respect 
for flim-flam decorative modernism than Boyd, but Hastings 
would accept modernist featurism alongside meretricious 
historicism and vernacular mis-appropriations of style, 
on the grounds that buildings of very varied architectural 
quality could be composed by an architectural eye at an 
urban level. If we think that architecture is a part of this 
balance of governance and freedom (and that it is a difficult 
question), then Boyd’s attack on the “in-between” neuter 
realm of building, his belief that the growth of architectural 
expertise will take us to an anonymous mass of generic 
space enclosures leaving cultural expression in the hands of 
a few elect architects, looks very illiberal indeed. 
Boyd seems to understand the thrust of the AR’s campaign 
in the last page of the book where he concludes his 
discussion of the problems in architectural theory of beauty 
which he defines as the pursuit of pleasingness. He writes: 
“A capacity to appreciate the unbeautiful is a quality which 
no Featurist would envy and few would be interested in 
cultivating; yet this is the key to depth in appreciation of 
architecture…” 13 And he is of course correct, as the Western 
aesthetic tradition whispered to him and everyone else of 
an artistic disposition through all the channels of bourgeois 
education, schools, galleries, books and the improving 
broadcasts of the abc – beauty must be distinguished from 
simple pleasing, and a simple demonstration of this truth 
is to see beauty in the aesthetic appropriation of things 
that are empirically ugly. But Boyd cannot say that the 
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“unbeautiful” is ugliness, nor that ugliness is just a very 
difficult beauty, or his wider argument would fall away.  
Boyd comes closer to finding this point of balance but 
without exactly settling the matter when he assesses the 
New Brutalism as a proper attack on classical doctrines 
of beauty that lead the simple minded to featurism, but 
a concept so rebarbative that it had failed to reform 
architectural culture.14 In 1967 in an article length review 
of Peter Rayner Banham’s The New Brutalism, ethic or 
aesthetic?  Boyd tries to cut the difference between the 
Smithson’s Economist Building and Banham’s dismissal 
of it as “aesthetic”.15 For Boyd the Economist Building is 
a practical compromise of Brutalist “basic building” with 
its chichi environment in St James. If an architectural 
movement like New Brutalism could “lead the world away 
from seductive aesthetic pleasures to the pure intelligence 
of building” then, Boyd claims there would be room for the 
Smithson’s limestone clad elegance and Banham’s autre 
architecture.16 
A final point to make lies observing that The Australian 
Ugliness, like the AR’s campaigns apparently address a 
wide public, but is really written for architects. It is as if 
Boyd and Hastings are looking over the shoulder of the 
profession and showing ways to explain things to the 
public that might be effective. Thus, my picking apart 
the similarities and differences in arguments between 
architects, risks losing the bigger picture by leaving out the 
interlocutor that they both sought, but did not quite have, 
the public. The Australian Ugliness like Boyd’s other books 
addressing a popular audience and his Boyer Lectures on 
ABC Radio in 1967 entitled Artificial Australia follow the 
liberal philosophy of the abc and bbc in assuming that an 
education in literature, the visual and arts and architecture 
supported by public broadcasting, is a part of citizen 
formation–that the public, given the basic means to argue 
and disagree politely about the form of buildings, will better 
prepare themselves to think on economic and international 
affairs.17 From this wider viewpoint the difference between 
Hastings and Boyd starts to close, a play with ugliness or 
its rejection, Hastings condescension and Boyd’s distain 
for popular taste in building, are much the same. We can 
read Boyd’s drawings as charming and affectionate satires 
at odds with the propositions in his text. But this is not 
perhaps such a contradiction, nor in the end, does it matter 
if Hastings condescension toward popular taste in building 
is more liberal than Boyd’s desire to euthanise the “neuter”. 
These are moot points in a public debate that architectural 
theorists believe that buildings can and ought to provoke, 
and a claim that thinking about architecture is a necessity 
for a liberal society. 
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